2020 VARSITY BADMINTON

MOST VALUABLE PLAYERS
Class of 2020

ALL-PSAA SELECTIONS

Kew-Forest
Sunny Lau
Maikel Lin
Nathan Riley
Bivas Thapa
Coco Zhang
Sherry Zhang

Long Island Lutheran
Qianwen "Selina" Hu
Chuhan "Sophia" Huang
Baicheng "David" Li
Omar Matute
Thomas Schreckinger
Haoxuan "Gary" Ying
Zebo "Rico" Yu
Zhiying "Winner" Zhai

Portledge
Chenyi "Tomson" Qu
Ying "Andrea" Sun
Haidong "Mike" Yan

Staten Island Academy
Danninger Feng
Gary Gao
Lucas Wang
Jenny Xu, Victor Zhong

The Knox School
Alan Wen
Monica Ya

Stony Brook
Nuofei "Philip" Cai
Sihao "Bobby" Feng
Leslie Kang
Seungmin "Martin" Lee
Yueling "Lisa" Li
Yuxuan "Nancy" Man
Caleb Spreckels
Lu "Lydia" Sun
Qianqi "Grace" Wang
Pengcheng "William" Wang
Jingkai "Bob" Wu
Jingtong "Rosemary" Wu
Jiaming "Kevin" Zhang